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Abstract— Many asset tracking applications demand
long-lived, low-cost, and continuous monitoring of a large
number of items, which has posed a significant challenge
to today’s RFID design. In order to satisfy these requirements, we propose to adopt transmit-only tags without a receiver, which can offer both low power and low cost. In spite
of their great potential, such a platform faces many challenges since it cannot sense the channel, causing the collisions among tag transmissions to be high. It is thus crucial to employ effective multi-user detection schemes at the
tag reader to extract valid information from collided signals. Traditional detection schemes, such as successive cancelation, cannot be directly applied to the targeted system.
Firstly, due to the simplicity of receiver-less transmit-only
tags, there is no mechanism for feedback to the tags that
is traditionally needed for accurate multi-user detection.
More importantly, these schemes impose serious processing
and memory requirements on the underlying system, which
makes real-time tracking impossible. In this study, we address these challenges by performing a statistical estimation
of the signal amplitude, and by dividing the received signal sequence (from all the tags) and assigning each block to
one reader. We also adopt an online learning mechanism so
that readers can anticipate the tags that belong to them. We
show that the proposed detection algorithm can achieve low
detection error under realistic system conditions.

I. I NTRODUCTION
RFID technologies promise the ability to monitor a variety of assets [1–3]. Although RFID technologies have
had many success stories, such as the EZ-Pass system
for electronic toll collection, the ability for RFID systems
to simultaneously monitor a large amount of items, such
as would be needed for more tightly managing inventory,
while also having low-cost, has continued to be a significant challenge. Ideally, in order for an enterprise to track
its assets, it is desirable to identify precisely where individual items are at any moment over an extended period of
time. Passive tags that depend on harvesting power from a
basestation have performance bounded by the regulatory
limits of costly high-power basestations (e.g. on the order

of 4Watts). Alternatively, at lower frequencies they work
well, but only for short range (∼ 1 cm) sensing, which
cannot provide continual tracking. Active tags overcome
many of these limits and provide improved range and reliability. Unfortunately, the standard assumption that such
tags would consume a large amount of power has made it
impossible to continuously monitor over a period of years.
In order to avoid the shortcomings associated with both
types of tags, in [4], we proposed to adopt transmit-only
active tags, which have the long range of traditional active tags, but without their high power consumption. In
a system built on such transmit-only tags, tags periodically announce their presence by sending out their tag
IDs, and the processing burden is placed on the tag reader.
Since transmit-only tags cannot sense the channel, their
transmissions are likely to collide with each other, especially for a system with a large number of tags. Thus,
the tag reader must employ effective multi-user detection
schemes to extract tag IDs from collided signals. In our
earlier work [4], we tested the feasibility of putting together such a system by using several simple detection
schemes. While our results in [4] provided some initial
support towards building a realistic tracking system using transmit-only tags, the detection accuracy left room
for significant improvement, especially for a dense RFID
system.
To address this need, in this study, we focus on the development of a specialized multi-user detection scheme
suitable for transmit-only RFID systems. Our starting
point is the popular successive cancelation algorithm. We
formulate the successive cancelation algorithm in the context of our random on-off keyed tag signals, and discuss
the algorithm for both coherent and non-coherent detection scenarios. As successive cancelation suffers from
high computational and memory complexity, which is disadvantageous for real-time asset tracking, we then present
an improved detection scheme that significantly reduces
resource complexity while maintaining desirable detection performance. We then examine the performance of
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our tag detection scheme by evaluating it in the context
of a broader system. For this system, we make each tag
reader responsible for multiple tags, and discuss several
approaches to achieve efficient tag handoff between readers.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we will examine related work in Section II. Then, in Section III,
we introduce our basic RFID system and communication
model. Next, in Section IV, we turn to the problem of
identifying tags in spite of collisions by using a successive cancelation algorithm that has been customized for
our RFID problem. In Section V, we support the feasibility of our approach by providing a scalability analysis, and also propose an algorithm for updating tag lists as
tagged items move through the environment. An evaluation is provided in Section VI, and we conclude the paper
in Section VII.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Recently, radio frequency identification has attracted
significant research interest [2, 3]. However, in order for
RFID to succeed, it is necessary to have low-cost RFID
systems that have good performance [3], and thus there
has been extensive work to design a low cost tag [5]. One
particularly difficult challenge that is faced by RFID tags
is the issue of multiple tags transmitting at the same time.
For contact-read tags, this issue is not serious, but for noncontact tags, the issue of identifying tags in spite of the
potential for collisions is very significant. One approach
to handling collisions is to employ a basic CSMA-style
medium access control mechanism [6], or other MAC protocol, such as an ALOHA [7–11] strategy. More recently,
for tags with receive capabilities, a tree based approach
has been explored [12–16].
All of the above methods require the tags to have receive functionality, which inevitably increases the cost
and power consumption of a tag. In this paper, we propose
to completely remove the receiver from the tag. Rather,
each tag transmits periodically, and we place the task of
detection and collision resolution on the readers. This
is similar to DS/CDMA [17, 18], which allows multiple
users transmit simultaneously, and the receiver decodes
transmissions via de-spreading. For such systems, there
are many detection methods, such as the optimum receiver, MMSE receiver, and successive cancelation methods [18–21].
However, unlike conventional multi-user communications, we do not have a feedback mechanism for power
control, as is used in [18–21]. Rather, in this work we
estimate which tags are present using a modified successive cancelation method that estimates the amount of tags

present as well as the received signal level at the base
station. Recently, [4] introduced a method using derivatives of correlation functions to estimate the transmission
times of tags in an RFID system. However, because of
near-far problems, the derivative method does not perform well in some cases. To handle these problems, this
paper improves upon traditional successive cancelation
[17, 18, 20, 21] and the derivative method.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL
A. RFID System Model
A typical RFID system is composed of four components: the tag, the reader, application software that makes
use of the data at the reader, and a computer system that
is connected by the reader.
Similarly, in our model, there are a number of tags.
Each tag has a unique identifier of length L (in this paper, we shall use L = 100δ for our discussions, where δ
is the time taken to transmit one bit and thus serves as the
unit). In general, a proper L is chosen to ensure that the
necessary number of tags is far less than 2L . We shall assume that the tags transmit their tag identifiers as beacons
in order to support the detection of individual tags, and
that the tags transmit periodically with a period of T bits
of transmission duration. In order to reduce the collisions,
T >> L. On the other hand, T should not be too large,
so that real-time detection is guaranteed. A data rate of
1M b/s was chosen as this corresponds to the rate supported by the current generation of low-cost radio chips,
giving L = 10−4 sec and we used T = 1 sec for the period.
In our paradigm, the communication is one-way and
asynchronous, i.e. tags only transmit signals. This greatly
simplifies the logic on board a tag, and thus a tag’s cost
can be significantly reduced. There are two meanings of
asynchronization. First, there is no synchronization between the transmission of tags. Since we need the logic of
tags to be simple, we can neither require all tags transmit
simultaneously nor in a TDMA manner. Further, the communication between tags and the reader is without synchronization, which implies that, in order to detect each
tag, we need to also estimate the transmission time of that
tag.
The tag reader, which we shall often refer to as a basestation, consists of an RF frontend that downshifts the received waveform to baseband, performs A/D, and supplies
an appropriately sampled waveform to a processor for the
detection and identification of the tags. The processing
of the sampled waveform could be performed on-board
(if the reader has a sufficiently powerful DSP/FPGA), or
can be performed off-board by a PC (e.g. samples may be
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For the sake of simplicity and cost-effectiveness, our
tags use on-off keying (OOK) as the basic modulation
scheme. This choice is motivated by our system implementation effort (which will be reported in a follow-on paper), where we have chosen a radio chip that uses OOK.
For tag i, suppose that the transmitting baseband signal
is Ci (t), which is a randomly generated sequence composed of 1 or 0. Here, i ∈ {1, . . . , N }, represents the
index of the tag, and N is the total number of tags in the
system. Since we use OOK modulation, given the carrier
frequency ωc and the phase φi , the modulated signal will
be Ci (t) cos(ωc t + φi ).
Suppose the distance of tag i to the reader is di and the
starting time of the transmission is τi , with τi being an integer multiple of the unit δ. In a wireless fading environment, because the tag periodically transmits with period
T and T >> L, the received signal for tag i is
fi (di ) Ci (t − nT − τi ) cos(ωc t + φi ) (1)

n=0

where fi (di ) is the received amplitude resulting from path
loss and the fading of tag i’s signal.
Thus, the complete received signal is

where nI (t) is the I-phase filtered Gaussian noise and

AIi = fi (di )cos(φi − φ)/2.
Similarly, we can get the
Q-phase received signal:
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where nQ (t) is the Q-phase filtered Gaussian noise and

AQi = fi (di )sin(φi − φ)/2.
IV. D ETECTION A LGORITHM
Due to collisions, the received signal at the reader during any time interval is the composition of one or more tag
signals, as shown in (3). These signals may mask or compromise each other and thus corrupt the detection process.
In this section, we explain our strategy and our algorithms
to solve the detection problem.
A. Detection Strategy
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B. RFID Communication Model
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to obtain the demodulated signal
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transferred via PCI Express), as depicted in Figure 1. Our
objective is to detect the tags in collisions without MAC
or synchronization through received-based processing.
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Fig. 2. Tag Signals in Collision.

Fig. 1. RFID System Model.
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At the demodulator, we first pass the received signal
through a local oscillator, downshift and low-pass filter,

Since the transmission times of these tags are not
known, and the received signal at any time may be just
a corrupted signal, we will focus on a period T of the received signal as the input for processing. Because tags’
transmissions are periodic, any received signal of duration T contains a complete description of the information
needed for detection.
In order to detect the N RFID tags, we estimate the signal amplitude for each of the N tags, and decide whether

the estimation is valid. Here, we use a predefined minimum received signal strength of T hreshold and declare
the tag is present if the estimated signal strength is no
smaller than T hreshold. If the estimation is valid, we
declare that the corresponding tag is present.
Suppose tags transmit independently, for tag j, the estimation of its received signal amplitude just depends on
the received signal at the duration [τj , τj + L). Thus, before the estimation of the signal amplitude, the transmission time of each tag must be estimated. The baseband
tag signal is composed of L pulses, each corresponding to
either a 0 or 1. For analysis, we assume the pulse p (t) has
δ
δ
duration δ, with 0 p (τ ) dτ = 0 p2 (τ ) dτ = 1, and represents a 1. Similarly, a pulse g(t), with the same duration
δ
δ
and 0 g (τ ) dτ = 0 g 2 (τ ) dτ = 1 represents a 0. It is
straightforward to show that the average autocorrelation
of each tag signal is L/2, and that the crosscorrelation of
tag signals is L/4. Therefore, we can perform a correlation between the received signal of duration T with each
tag signal Cj of duration L. The position of the peak in
the correlated signal is the estimated transmission time τˆj .
For 0 ≤ t < T , the correlated signal is

ρj (t) =
t

N
t+L 

Ai Ci (τ − τi ) Cj (τ − t) dτ

(5)
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However, due to collisions, the estimation τˆj may not
be accurate, and the estimate only deteriorates further because of near-far issues. A natural solution is to estimate
the tag with the maximum signal strength received at the
reader, because it is most robust to collisions, and subtract its contribution from the received signal. By repeating this process, as long as the estimation of the received
signal strength of each tag is sufficiently accurate, we remove large high-confidence components and amplify the
presence of less powerful tags for further processing– a
process known as successive cancelation [18].
B. Coherent Detection
For analytical simplicity, we first examine a coherent
scheme. However, because coherent detection would require an increase in the cost of tags, we will not use it
in our system. In coherent detection, we know the carrier phase of each tag. For simplicity, we do not align
the phase φ̂ of the generated signal from the oscillator to
the carrier phase φi . The phase information is used only
at the later validation. Suppose the recovered baseband
received signal from the I-phase and Q-phase component

Set R0 (t) = R (t), the received signal
S0 = {indices of all tags}
for k=1 to N
Get r̂kmax
Rk (t) = Rk−1 (t) − r̂kmax
Sk = Sk−1 − kmax
end for
for k=1 to N
Amplitude(r̂kmax )
if
≥ T hreshold

cos(φi −φ)

Then Tagkmax exists
end for

Fig. 3. Successive Cancelation Method for Coherent Detection

for j ∈ Sk
ρkj = correlate (Rk−1 , Cj )


cj (αj ) = max ρkj , αj ∈ [0, T )
end for
cmax (α̂kmax ) = argmax cj (αj )
ρk
(α̂kmax )− l=kmax ρkl (α̂kmax )/[(N −1)]
L 2
Âkmax = 2 kmax
0

Ck

max

(τ )dτ

r̂kmax = Âkmax Ckmax (t − α̂kmax )

Fig. 4. Estimate of rkmax from the residual signal Rk−1 (t).
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is R (t) =
i=1
n=0 Ai Ci (t − τi ) + n (t), which is
composed of N tag signals, with a demodulated signal
strength of Ai . Successive cancelation finds the tag signal
with the maximum signal strength in each step, and subtracts this signal from the received signal, until all the tag
signals are found, as shown in Fig.3. S is the set which
contains the index of undetected tags. At the first step, S0
will consist of all tags indices. After each iteration, the
index of the detected tag will be removed from the set.

Fig.4 shows the estimation of both the transmission
time and tag signal for the kth round. First, we get the
maximum value cj (αj ) of the absolute value of the correlated signal ρkj , where j ∈ Sk−1 . We use absolute value
because Ai may be negative due to the phase offset. Next,
the maximum value cmax (α̂kmax ) among all cj (αj ) is obtained, which is the maximum value of all the correlations
at the kth step. Then, α̂kmax is the corresponding estimation of the transmission time of tag kmax , and is the position of the maximum value at the correlated signal ρkkmax .
For notational convenience, we assume j = kmax .
In a correct detection, α̂j = τj . Without considering
the noise,

ρkj (τj ) =

τj +L

τj

+

Aj Cj 2 (τ − τj ) dτ
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Since each Cl is a random sequence of 0 or 1,
and as N is big, according to law of large numbers,
each bit of the sequence l=j Cl (τ − τj ) has roughly
value (N − 1)/2. Thus,
l=j ρkl (τj )/[(N − 1)] =
 τj +L
Ai Ci (τ − τi ) /2dτ . In addition, we
|τi −τj |<L τj


τj +L
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know E τj


τ +L
E τjj Ai Ci (τ − τi ) dτ /2.
Then, we can get
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Because every basis has similar weight, and each position
is uniformly distributed with 1 or 0, we have
Âj ≈ 2

ρkj (τj ) −

l=j

L
0

ρli (τj ) / [(N − 1)]

Cj2 (τ ) dτ

.
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Therefore, r̂j = Âj Cj (t − τj ). As shown in Fig. 4, there
is an estimation of Âkmax for every cancelation. For coherent detection, we can set a threshold, and a tag is de ≥ T hreshold.
clared to be found if Âkmax /cos(φi − φ)
C. Noncoherent Detection
Now we extend the coherent scheme to handle the more
general, noncoherent case where we do not know the carrier phase of each tag. Since the carrier phase of tags are
randomly distributed, the contribution of some tags may
be very small for either I-phase or Q-phase received signal, which complicates the near-far effect. Further, for
non-coherent detection, because we don’t know each tag’s
carrier phase, it is hard to set a proper T hreshold to validate a correct estimation.
However, we note that typically, if the I-phase tag signal is small its Q-phase signal is large (and vice versa),
due to the complementary properties of the trigonometric
functions. This allows us to perform successive cancelation separately for both I-phase and Q-phase signals.
The algorithm is summarized in Fig. 5. For each channel of detection, the estimation is similar to the coherent

Set RI0 (t) = RI (t), RQ0 (t) = RQ (t)
SI0 = SQ0 = {indices of all tags}
AˆI = AˆQ = zeros(1, N )
for k=1 to N
Perform estimation on RI0 and RQ0 as in Fig.3
Store estimation in AˆI and AˆQ , respectively
end for
for k=1 to N
2
2
if AˆI (k) + AˆQ (k) ≥ T hreshold
Then Tagk exists
end for

Fig. 5. Successive Cancelation Method for Noncoherent Detection

case. However, after we get the estimation of AˆIi and
AˆQi , for i = 1, . . . , N , we declare we find tagi as long

2
2
as AˆIi (i) + AˆQi (i) ≥ T hreshold. By making use
of both results, the final detection and estimation will be
more accurate and complete. Further, the phase information is no longer important to the validation.
Naturally, we may get two different estimations of
transmission times τˆIi and τQ
ˆ i for tagi . We believe a
large Â will give a more accurate τ̂ . Therefore, we decide
ˆ i . Further, if
τˆi = τˆIi if AˆIi ≥ AˆQi , otherwise, τˆi = τQ
either AˆIi or AˆQi is small and inaccurate, the implications
are minimal. In addition, we can set T hreshold slightly
smaller than the minimum received signal strength to allow some fault tolerance. For the remainder of the paper,
we restrict our discussion to non-coherent detection.

D. Overlap Reduced Successive Cancelation Method
A disadvantage of successive cancelation is its intensive computational and memory requirements. Further,
the computational load doubles for non-coherent detection. We now propose an algorithm which can reduce the
cost of computation by dividing the long received signal
into contiguous overlapping blocks of manageable length,
say Ts samples, then performing successive cancelations
for each block. On average, since the transmission time
of all tags are randomly distributed with [0, T ), we can
detect N Ts /T tags for each block. Thus, at the second
block, we need only perform correlation for N − N Ts /T
tags. As for the last block, only N Ts /T correlations need
to be performed. For example, if T = 106 , Ts = 104 , the
computation can be reduced by about 2. Since there might
exist tags at the boundaries of each block, the neighboring
blocks needs to overlap each other by a length of L, in
order to detect every tag.
In order to keep the correlated values of tags for direct successive cancelation method, we need 4N T bytes
of memory if every correlated value needs four bytes.
However, for our overlap reduced successive cancelation
method, since we perform detection block-by-block, the
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L
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L
block 2

L
block 3

……
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Fig. 6. Overlap Reduce Successive Cancelation Method.

∀i, n readern is the neighbor of readeri .
In Initializing Phase:
Set Li = {1, 2, · · · , N }, i = 1, . . . , M
af ter several rounds of detection
i
Li = L
In Online Phase:
Scenario 1:
i , j ∈ Li and Ân ≥ T hresholdupper
if j ∈
/L
j

necessary memory to store the correlated values is only
4N Ts bytes. Thus, the relative necessary memory of overlap method over the conventional method is Ts /T. For
example, if T = 106 , Ts = 104 , the memory needed is
reduced by a factor of 100.
V. S CALABILITY A NALYSIS
We now consider a general asset tracking application
with a couple of thousand tags in a fairly spread out environment. Detection of all tags at a single receiver in
such a scenario based on multi-user detection (MUD) will
be extremely computationally intensive. A single receiver
deployed in such an environment will also experience the
near-far effect due to the large area covered.
In considering scaling, we will look at a deployment, as
in Fig. 1, where the networked basestations are mounted
in the ceiling and spread out over the volume to be monitored. The density of basestations is chosen to guarantee
each tag can be loudly heard by at least one reader, and
the number of tags per basestation is within the tolerance
bounds with our algorithm. We believe such a basestation
can be manufactured at a cost low enough to make this
architecture attractive.
Each basestation ensures that it is dealing with a limited subset of tags from the universe of tags in the environment by maintaining a tag list Li , where i = 1, . . . , M
and M is the number of readers. Readeri is only responsible for the tags present in its tag list Li . As long as each
tag is properly taken care of by one or more readers, the
total detection is complete and accurate. During operation, we define Li = {i1 , · · · , ij , · · · } as the list of tags
that readeri detected in one or more rounds of detection.
In addition, the estimation of signal
strength of each tag


from readeri is kept in Âi =
Âi1 , · · · , Âij , · · · .
These lists are initialized during system setup by having
each reader check for all possible tags in the environment
using an initialization algorithm and then switches to a
higher speed operational algorithm afterwards.
A. Initializing Phase and Online Phase
The process is composed of two phases. In the initialization phase, readers don’t know the distribution of the
tags, and thus they have to scan all the tags. If a tag is

then Li = Li − j
Scenario 2:
if j ∈ Li , j ∈
/ Ln and Âij ≤ T hresholdlower

then Ln = Ln j
af ter several rounds of detection
n
Ln = Ln − j, j ∈
/L
Scenario 3:

i , but j ∈ Li
L
/ M
if tagj ∈
i=1 
then Ln = Ln j
af ter several rounds of detection

i
if j ∈
/ M
i=1 L
then Li = Li j, i = 1, · · · , N
af ter several rounds of detection
i
Li = Li − j, j ∈
/L

Fig. 7. Update of Tag List

detected by a reader, we say it is under this reader’s coverage. A tag which is covered by multiple readers is called
a boundary tag. In our simple propagation model, these
tags will be at the boundary between the coverage areas
shown in Fig. 1. For more complex environments, the
geographical relation between the tags will not be as simple. Each reader keeps the tags that it covers in its tag
list. In the initializing phase, we may run the detection for
several rounds, to guarantee the tag list keeps complete
information. The subsequent detections are all called second phase, or the online phase. In the second phase, each
reader only needs to track the tags in its tag list.
B. Soft Handoff and Update of Tag List
The capability of the system to seamlessly monitor the
movement of these tags in an integrated environment depends on the soft-handoff ability of our system. Periodic
updates of the tag lists at each of the readers ensures a
proper configuration of tag lists in realtime and makes
systematic tracking of the tags feasible with low computation. Fig. 7 gives an overview of our distributed tag list
update algorithm.
For initialization, we let each reader’s tag list Li contain
all the tags. After several rounds of detections, each reader
records the tags that it can detect in Li , and then sets
Li = Li . In the online phase, there are three cases. The
first case is that a tag loses the coverage of some readers.
Meanwhile, the estimated signal strengths from that tag at
the neighbors of these readers are above T hresholdupper .
Hence, we know it is a boundary tag that has moved and
remove its index from those readers’ tag lists.

VI. S IMULATION
Our simulations aim to study the effect of varying tag
densities, near-far situations and signal-to-noise ratio on
the overall detection performance. The detection performance of the system is measured in terms of probability
of wrong detection of a tag and the mean squared error ()
of the system in the amplitude estimation. Tag error rate is
defined as the ratio of tags whose estimated transmission
times do not conform to the actual ones. Suppose each tag
has a correct amplitude Ai of demodulated baseband signal at the receiver, while the amplitude estimate is Âi , then

2
/N . The
the mean square error is  = N
i=1 Ai − Âi
 parameter indicates the ability of the estimation of the
amplitudes of tag signals and the tag probability of wrong
detection describes the probability of a detection failure
with an arbitrary packet. Though these two metrics are
correlated, the information conveyed by these parameters
is individually significant. The simulations compare the
relative performance of four detection algorithms: Correlation with first and second order derivative based post
processing [4], traditional successive interference cancelation scheme [20, 22] and our improved successive cancelation algorithm.
A. Simulation Setup
Our simulation environment consists of 100 tags with
each tag broadcasting a 100 bit sequence in a 104 µs burst.
The average channel utilization corresponds to 104 tags
broadcasting with a period 1s. The start time for the
T = 104 µs burst is randomly chosen by each tag. We
assume the receiver correctly demodulates and uses a sufficient sampling rate, and thus our analysis is for baseband
signals only.

6

Mean Squared Error ε of Estimation of Amplitude

The second case happens if the estimated signal
strength from a tag previously covered by only one reader
drops below T hresholdlower . Then, we know this is because this tag has moved away from this reader. The surrounding readers will add this tag into its tag list. Over
the next few rounds of detection, these readers will find
out whether this tag is under their coverage. Those readers which don’t cover it will remove it from its tag list.
The third case is that the system loses one tag. This
may be because it has moved too fast or may be due to
environmental interference. Since we know which readers
last detected this tag, we add this tag into the neighbor
readers’ tag lists. After several rounds of detection, if we
are still unable to find the tag, we add this tag into the
tag lists of all the readers and remove the tag from the tag
lists of the readers which don’t cover the tag. We call this
procedure detection compensation.
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Fig. 8. The Mean Square Error of Estimation of the Amplitude versus
the Number of Tags per Reader, dmax = dmin and noise is 0.

The physical layout of the experiment matches Fig. 1
where the tags are randomly distributed in a square plane,
and the networked basestations are positioned above this
plane. The minimum distance between tags and basestation is dmin , and the maximum distance is dmax . Periodically, each tag sends its tag ID signal with a transmission
time uniformly distributed in the range [0, T ). We employ a free space path loss model, where the relationship
between the received signal strength Pr and the transmit√
2
ting power Pt is Pr =
Gl λ/(4πd) Pt [23], for Gl ,
π, and λ are constants, and d is the distance between the
transmitter and the receiver.
B. Effect Of Tag Collisions
To study the effect of collisions on the detection
scheme, we vary the number of collisions in the system
by varying the number of tag transmissions from 10 to
150 in a single burst of 104 µs. Other parameters are set
as dmin = dmax , and ambient noise in the system is set
to 0. From Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, we see that generally the
detection accuracy deteriorates as more collisions occur,
for both the estimation of the transmission times and the
amplitude. Due to the fact that tag signals will have varying levels of crosscorrelation, the overlapped transmission
of multiple tags can affect detection performance. In the
plots, this is evident for the derivative methods of [4], but
we note that successive interference cancelation has better
results than the other approaches. The reason is that successive cancelation method deducts the loudest signal in
each cancelation, thereby alleviating the collisions among
tags. Moreover, since we use a statistical method to cancel
the effect of cross correlations, our successive cancelation
is superior to the traditional approach.
C. Near Far Effects
Large variations of the path loss experienced by the
transmission of different tags will affect the detection ac-
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curacy of our algorithm. To study this effect we consider
a scenario with 100 tags in the environment, the noise levels fixed at 0, and vary the dmax /dmin from 1 to 10 to test
the consequences of the near far effect.
Fig. 11 shows that successive cancelation has a better performance than the derivative based post processing method. Elimination of the loudest tags in consecutive estimations by the successive cancelation approach
enables it to assuage the effect of the loud tags on the
detection thereby allowing the transmission of the soft
tags to stand out in the residue of the received signal.
Our successive cancelation approach also manages to outperform the conventional successive cancelation scheme
since the estimation approach used with our algorithm is
better suited to solve our problem than the generic one.
The signal strength of tags signals are generally smaller
as dmax /dmin increases, and the mean square error automatically decreases as shown in Fig. 10. We can see that
mean square errors of successive cancelation methods decrease rapidly, which again supports its ability to handle
near-far effects.
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D. Noise Effects
The presence of noise on the channel will bias the received signal and thus produce estimation errors with the
time and amplitude estimations. To explicitly study the effect of noise on the detection accuracy, simulations were
done with 100 tags in a 104 µs transmission burst. The
SNR was varied from 40 to 5 dB. To emphasize the effect
of noise the dmax /dmin ratio was set at 5.
Fig. 12 plots the mean square error of the estimated amplitude as a function of the signal to noise ratio for the
tag transmissions. Results show that the estimation error
with our modified successive cancelation approach is far
less than the other three. Since the other three methods
do not attempt to make an accurate estimate of the amplitude of the received signal, the estimation error of these
approaches with no power control is significant. Fig. 13
shows the probability of tag error for the same experiment. The plot shows that as the signal strength improves,
the performance of our algorithm improves significantly
as compared to the others due to better tag amplitude and
transmission time estimation. From Fig. 12, we can see
that our method overall has best performance among the
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four algorithms. The performance deteriorates as SNR decreases since the estimation of a tag’s signal power degrades as tag power levels approach the noise level.
E. Scalability Test
The use of multiple readers in an integrated environment reduces the near-far effect thereby allowing for an
improved detection accuracy with no power control mechanism. The goal of this experiment is to test the effect of
varying reader count and using multiple detection rounds
on a set of 100 tags transmitting over a 104 µs burst. Since
this experiment aims at testing the performance in a real
environment we are considering a worst case distance ratio with the dmax /dmin = 10. We consider the transmissions from the tags to be at a minimum 15dB SNR.
Fig. 14 plots the improvement in the detection performance with various amounts of readers, and detection performed over multiple rounds. A tag is detected if it is
successfully identified by at least one of the readers in at
least one of the multiple rounds. The initial reading with
1 reader and a single round of detection shows a particularly poor performance because of the exceptionally harsh
conditions chosen our simulations. Even under these conditions, it can be observed that as the number of readers
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and the rounds increase there is a considerable improvement in detection accuracy.
Fig. 15 tests the non-coherent successive interference
cancelation scheme versus the number of readers at different phases of operation. The online phase shows the
performance of the detection scheme when each basestations is responsible for all the tags in the environment. To
scale computation, the online phase optimizes the tag list
at each basestation. However, it may be observed that excessive truncation of the tag list results in missing some
important collision information, which degrades performance. To correct this, the online phase with compensation ensures that the tag lists are properly updated to deal
with the correct set of tags. The corresponding improvement results in a near accurate detection even under extremely harsh testing conditions. For these experiments,
we observed that each reader was responsible for roughly
20% of the tags during the online phase, thus reflecting a
reduction in computational load at each reader.
F. Overlap Reduce Successive Cancelation Method
The overlap reduced successive cancelation method relies on iterative piecewise elimination of tag correlations
to achieve improved detection efficiency. This improved
efficiency in detection may produce an undesired loss in
detection accuracy. This simulation aims to show the
tradeoff that can be achieved between improved computation and detection accuracy with the use of OR-SC.
Fig. 16 plots the ratio of the number of correctly detected
tags as we progress through the blocks of computation.
The experiment is run with a set of 100 nodes over a transmission burst of 104 µs in a plane with dmax /dmin = 1
and SNR at 15dB. We divide the received signal into
12 blocks, and compare the performance with increased
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Fig. 16. Comparison Between Overlap Reduce Successive Cancelation Method and Successive Cancelation Method, with dmax /dmin =
1, N = 100 and SNR is 15dB.

number of blocks. It can be seen that as we progress with
the experiment a small residual error begins to accumulate. This error can be attributed to the wrong estimation
of some tags in the initial block which leads to a wrong
estimation of other tags in the consecutive blocks.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed new methods to improve the tracking of receiverless transmit-only RFID
tags. In a receiverless transmit-only RFID system, it is
not possible to perform carrier sensing or collision avoidance and thus the challenge lies in resolving tag collisions.
Our basic approach to address this problem is to utilize an
enhanced form of multiuser detection at the receiver that
can identify overlapping tag signals. We have developed
a statistical algorithm to estimate signal amplitude and
transmission time that exploits the properties of our tag
system, and have integrated these algorithms to achieve
an improved successive cancelation algorithm. Our successive cancelation method shows a better performance
than the traditional successive cancelation method. Further, by making use of soft tag handoff between tag readers, and updating local tag lists at each reader, we have
balanced the computational load across the entire system
for improved scalability. In addition, we proposed a new
overlap reduced successive cancelation method to further
reduce the intensive computation and memory costs associated with successive cancelation. The performance under different collision situations, varying levels of near far
effects, and noise are examined in simulations, and it is
shown that our approach can reliably detect a large number of tags in a realistic inventory-monitoring scenario.
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